Maps and Mapping: A Selective Bibliography
Books compiled by Aileen Smith, November 2017

This bibliography consists of a selective list of books relating to Maps and Mapping, and selected Map Websites. Those books held within the AA Library are indicated with a shelfmark. See also the ‘Finding Maps’ library guide on AA Collections Catalogue compiled by Simine Marine.

Books (Alphabetically by title)

AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) MOR (GALL-REF)

ISBN 9780902087538
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) SAU (GALL-REF)

ISBN 0902087150
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) PRO (GALL-REF)

AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) ROC (GALL-REF)

AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) HOR (GALL-REF)

A to Z of Restoration London (the City of London 1676) / John Ogilby; introductory notes by Ralph Hyde; index compiled by John Fisher and Roger Cline    London: London Topographical Society, 1992
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) LON (GALL-REF)
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) HYD (GALL-REF)

AA SHELFMARK: 912(45R) ROM

AA SHELFMARK: 912:551.58 DOW

AA SHELFMARK: 711.433.036 OSW

AA SHELFMARK: 912:577.4 LOF (STORE O/S)

AA SHELFMARK: 912(45V) SAL

AA SHELFMARK: 728.6 VEL

AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 DEN (STORAGE)

AA SHELFMARK: 91(421):339.12 BOO (STORE O/S)

AA SHELFMARK: 528.9:778.35 KUR

AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) FIS
AA SHELFMARK: 711.4(421) FOR (STORAGE)

Earth-mapping: artists reshaping landscape / Edward S Casey
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9:7.036 CAS

AA SHELFMARK: 526.9:518.5 ABR

Gaia atlas of cities : new directions for sustainable urban living / Herbert Girardet
AA SHELFMARK: 711.433 GIR

Genealogy of cities / Charles P Graves Jr., foreword by David Grahame Shane
Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 2009     ISBN 9780873389396
AA SHELFMARK: 711.4.03 GRA

Geological maps: an introduction / Alex Maltman
AA SHELFMARK: 912 MAL

AA SHELFMARK: 711.4(421) ABE (STORAGE)

History of London in maps / Felix Barker and Peter Jackson
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) BAR (STORAGE)

AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 PIC

History of the world in twelve maps / Jerry Brotton     London: Allen Lane, 2012
ISBN 9781846140990
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 BRO

Horwood’s Plan of London, Westminster, Soutwark & parts adjoining: 1792-1799
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) LON (STORE O/S)
How maps work: representation, visualization and design / Alan M MacEachren
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 MAC

Image of the world: twenty centuries of world maps / Peter Whitfield
London: British Library, 1994
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 WHI (STORAGE)

Island: London mapped / Stephen Walter; with a foreword by Peter Barber
Munich: Prestel, 2015 ISBN 9783791381572
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9(421) :7 WAL

Joel Gascoyne's engraved maps of Stepney, 1702-04 / William Ravenhill and David J Johnson
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421.2S) GAS (STORE O/S)

London: a history in maps / Peter Barber with notes on the engravers by Laurence Worms; edited by Roger Cline and Ann Saunders
ISBN 9780902087606
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) BAR

London: a life in maps / Peter Whitfield
London: British Library, 2006
ISBN 9780712349192
AA SHELFMARK: 528.8(421) WHI

London: the information capital; 100 maps and graphics that will change how you view the city / James Cheshire and Oliver Uberti
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) CHE

London: the photographic atlas
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) LON

London and its vicinity: map published in conjunction with John Weale's publication: London Exhibited in 1851 / John Weale
London: John Weale, 1851
AA SHELFMARK: 91(421) WEA (STORAGE)

London County Council bomb damage maps, 1939-1945 / With an introduction by Robin Woolven; edited by Ann Saunders
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) WOO (STORAGE)

ISBN 0900305029
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) GLA (STORAGE)

London underground maps: art, design and cartography / Claire Dobbin
AA SHELFMARK: 528.8(421) DOB

Map of London from an actual survey made in the years 1824, 1825 and 1826 / C and J Greenwood  London: Greenwood, Pringle and Co, 1827
AA SHELFMARK: (RARE-STORE)

Map of the geology and contours of London and its environs / R W Mylne; with an introduction by Eric Robinson and topographical notes by Simon Morris
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) MYL (STORE O/S)

Mapping: a critical introduction to cartography and GIS / Jeremy W Crampton
AA SHELFMARK: 526.9:518.5 CRA

AA SHELFMARK: 526.9(73) HOW

AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 MIL

Mapping Hong Kong / Laurent Gutierrez and Valerie Portefaix; edited by Anna Koor; foreword by Ackbar Abbas  Hong Kong: Map Book, 2000
ISBN 9628604015
AA SHELFMARK: 711.4(512.317) GUT

AA SHELFMARK: 526.9:518.5 SIL
ISBN 9780500239186  
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 OBR

AA SHELFMARK: 528.8(421) FOX

AA SHELFMARK: 528.8(747) ADL

AA SHELFMARK: 528.8(4/5) NEB (STORAGE)

ISBN 0792265254  
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 EHR

AA SHELFMARK: 528.8 BLA (STORAGE)

AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 TOO (STORAGE)

AA SHELFMARK: 528.8 BLA

AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 CRO (STORAGE)

Maps are territories: science is an atlas: a portfolio of exhibits / David Turnbull  University of Chicago Press, 1993  
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 TUR

AA SHELFMARK: 91(42.1) MIT (STORAGE)
Metropole imaginaire; un atlas de Paris: 19e – 20e siecles / Bruno Fortier
Liege: Mardaga, 1989    ISBN 2870093934
AA SHELFMARK: 912(44P) FOR (STORAGE)

Metropolitan world atlas / Arjen van Susteren
Rotterdam: Uitgeverij 010, 2005    ISBN 9064505489
AA SHELFMARK: 912 SUS

Mind the map: illustrated maps and cartography / edited by Antonis Antoniou,
ISBN 9783899555882
AA SHELFMAKR: 528.9 ANT (STORAGE)

Natures of maps: cartographic constructions of the natural world / Denis Wood
and John Fels    Chicago, ILL.: University of Chicago Press, 2008
ISBN 9780226906041
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 WOO

Nuova pianta di Roma / Giambattista Nolli    Roma: I Bendetti, 1748
AA SHELFMARK: 711.4.034(45R) NOL (REF-LO)

Nuova pianta di Roma / Giambattista Nolli, curated by Steefano Borsi
Roma: Officina Edizioni, 1994   (facsimile of original 1748 edition)
AA SHELFMARK: 711.4.034(45R) NOL (STORAGE)

Ordnance Survey: mapmakers to Britain since 1791 / Tim Owen and Elaine
Pilbeam    Southampton: Norwich: Ordnance Survey ; HMSO, 1992
ISBN 9780117015074
AA SHELFMARK: 912 OWE (STORAGE)

Rethinking maps: new frontiers in cartographic theory / edited by Martin Dodge,
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 DOD

Rethinking the power of maps / Denis Wood    New York: Guilford Press, 2010
ISBN 9781593853662
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 WOO

Rome measured and imagined: early modern maps of the Eternal City / Jessica
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9(45R) MAI
Stanford’s library map of London and its suburbs / Ralph Hyde
Facsimile reprint of 1862 edition
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421) STA (STORE O/S)

Thomas Milne’s land use map of London & environs in 1800 / Thomas Milne, with an introduction by G B G Bull
London: London Topographical Society, 1975/76
ISBN 0902087126
AA SHELFMARK: 912:711.14 MIL (STORE O/S)

Times London history atlas / edited by Hugh Clout
AA SHELFMRK: 912(421) TIM (STORAGE)

Trading territories: mapping the early modern world / Jerry Brotton
ISBN 1861890117
AA SHELFMARK: 528.8 BRO

Tudor London: a map and a view / edited by Ann Saunders and John Schofield
with contributions by Peter Barber, Stephen Powsky Marks
ISBN 0902087452
AA SHELFMARK:912(421) SAU (STORAGE)

Walking and mapping: artists as cartographers / Karen O’Rourke
ISBN 97802620218500
AA SHELFMARK: 7.01.036:528.9 ORO

Ward maps of the City of London / Ralph Hyde
London: London Topographical Society, 1999
ISBN090208741X
AA SHELFMARK: 912(421.2) HYD (STORAGE)

You are here: personal geographies and other maps of the imagination / Katharine Harmon
New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004
ISBN 1568984308
AA SHELFMARK: 528.9 HAR

See also the Library Guide ‘Finding Maps’, compiled by Simine Marine, which includes:
Digital maps & data
Historical maps of Great Britain
Historical maps of the rest of the world
Map collections around London